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Abstract. China, the world’s biggest energy consumer, is now facing a severe challenge in energy 
supplies. While industrial production contribute most of the energy consumption and pollution in 
China, it is necessary to optimize its energy management. This paper will focus on energy 
consumption management of industrial enterprise and build a simulation model using system 
dynamics. A case study will be introduced and conclusion will be given. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background.  
China, the world’s biggest energy consumer, is now facing a severe challenge in energy supplies. 

At the same time the world strengthening energy conservation and taking the road to a low carbon 
economy, the new large-scale energy revolution is under the way. While segments of Chinese 
industry are considered energy intensive but have significant potential for improved efficiency as 
some energy extensive enterprise has inefficient equipment and poor energy management. 

While industrial production contribute most of the energy consumption and pollution in China, it 
is necessary to optimize its energy management and reduce the wastage of energy. Meanwhile by 
reducing the cost of energy, enterprises can also achieve greater profits.  
1.2 Study area.  

This paper focus on energy utilization efficiency of industrial enterprise. To improve energy 
efficiency, we need to study an enterprise’s energy utilization system (EUS) and try to imitate its 
behavior. 

There are some research on this field. In [1], energy utilization efficiency were evaluated by 
generating a benchmarking model. But it requires for business information and data from competitors 
to run this model which is difficult to obtain in today’s commercial space. Energy analysis model 
document two pairs of energy efficiency factors were analyzed, was established. In some studies 
energy utilization process were careful analyzed, and efficiency assessment model was established [2, 
3]. However,   these models are static and could not show the interaction of factors. Thus, a system 
dynamic model is introduced in this paper to simulate the EUS behavior and try to optimize it. 

2. EUS Model 

2.1 Model Design.  
In EUS, the system of energy utilization has been break down into process to analyze the 

interaction of each producing actions and factors. Three main factors which cause the ineffective 
energy consumption are: ineffective of staffs, ineffective of tools and ineffective of machines.  

We consume that the ineffective energy consumption of staffs only include strikes and the idling 
time which result in ineffective of energy consumption. The ineffective of tools are caused by tool 
breakdown & regeneration and the waste in finding tools. Then the ineffective consumption of 
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machines are affected from 7 factors: procedure connection waste, improper production plan, 
upstream & downstream outage, machine starting waste, failure of machine, regular maintenance and 
rejected/rework products[4].  

There are two management factors which can act on the factors over and improve energy 
utilization efficiency--lean management invest and employee motivation.  

The total effective and ineffective energy consumption contribute to daily energy consumption 
cost and has effect on the profit.  
2.2 Model Structure.  

We use the Vensim—the system dynamic analysis tool to build the EUS structure. Fig.1 depicts 
stock-flow diagram of the model. 
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Fig. 1 A stock-flow diagram for EUS 

2.3 Model Algorithm.  
There are two sectors of this model: ineffective energy consumption sector and cost & profit 

sector.  
(1) Ineffective energy consumption 
Ineffective Energy Consumption= Ineffective consumption of staffs+ Ineffective consumption of 

tools+ Ineffective consumption of Machines.                                                                                      (1) 
Ineffective consumption of staffs= strikes+ idling time- f1(employee motivation).                       (2) 
Ineffective consumption of tools= tool breakdown and regeneration+ finding tools- f2 (lean 

management invest).                                                                                                                            (3) 
Ineffective consumption of Machines= procedure connection waste+ improper production plan+ 

upstream & downstream outage+ machine starting waste+ failure of machine+ regular maintenance+ 
rejected/rework products- f3(lean management invest).                                                                        (4) 

The energy consumption need to be turned into electricity and united by kilowatt-hour. f1 is the 
equation how employee motivation($) act on Ineffective consumption of staffs which is invited from 
[5]. And f2 and f3 show how lean management invest ($) affect Ineffective consumption of tools and 
machines which are invited from [6]. 

 (2) Cost and profit 
Daily energy consumption cost= (effective energy consumption+ Ineffective Energy 

Consumption)* Average Energy Price.                                                                                              (5) 
Profit= sales revenue- daily energy consumption cost- other costs.                                               (6) 
Energy Efficiency of Production System= effective energy consumption/ (effective energy 

consumption+ daily energy consumption cost)                                                                                   (7) 
Employee motivation= profit*α                                                                                                       (8) 
Lean management invest= profit*β                                                                                                   (9) 
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In function (5), the average energy price ($/kWh) are average electricity price in observation 
period. In function (8) α is the certain percentage employee motivation ($) fee set from profit ($), and 
β in function (9) is the lean management invest ($) set from profit. 

3. Case Study 
A  Electronics Manufacturer is chosen to illustrate the application of EUS model. We take 1week 

as a term and all the consumption in the model are observed and recorded while the cost and revenue 
can also obtained from financial data. The main energy used in this enterprise is electricity and other 
sources can be ignored.  

Vensim is used to run the model while two senses—base and scenarios—are simulated. 
3.1 Base Run.  

The base run is consumed to be the actual situation of the enterprise when none of the management 
measure has been taken. In the model, employee motivation and lean management invest value 0. 
Time bounds are set as follow: 

 
Fig. 2 Time bounds settings  

3.2 Scenario simulation.  
In scenario simulation, all the parameters are set as same as base run except the two management 

indexes: employee motivation and lean management invest. They are used to enhance the energy 
management of enterprise. The parameter α is set as 0.02 in equation (8) and β as 0.05 in equation (9). 
These management fee are share equally into every day cost in a year and the detail management 
means is refer to [5] and [6]. 
3.3 Results.  

The main detective parameters in this model are Energy Efficiency of Production System. The 
results of two simulations are compared as the following graph. 

  
Fig. 3 Two parameters in scenario simulations 

The performance of employee motivation and lean management invest parameters are shown in 
graph above. They share a same profile but a different value because they are from different times of 
profit. The increase of two parameters are from steep to slow reflect the increase of profile. 

It can be seen from the graph that after take management measures, the efficiency of production 
systems are increased by about 0.083 percentage. The vertical distance of two lines is the increase of 
the efficiency. The distance is narrow at first and grow wide with times which owes to the effective 
management. That the distance first increase fast and then becomes slower is because the sensitive of 
effect of management is getting weaker to the management invest.  
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Fig. 3 Energy Efficiency of Production System in two simulations 

4. Summary 
This paper provide a method to analyze and simulation the energy utilization system by 

establishing a EUS and modeling with system dynamic method. The case study is invited and the 
result shows the validity of this model. It can be concluded that the efficiency of energy consumption 
can be improved to a certain degree by effective energy utilization management. 
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